
Fever-Screening Thermal Solutions



22 inch LED TV

TE-W300 Thermal Camera including:-

1. Handheld TE-W300 Thermal Camera (+/- 0.6 degree C ) x 1 no.
2. Tripod x 1 no.
3. 16G SD card x 1 no.
4. 22”TV x 1 no.
5. Installation at sites with training x 1 trip
6. Customer only need to provide table.

TE-W300

TE-W300 Thermal Camera c/w 16G SD Card



32 inch LED TV

DM60-W Thermal Camera including:-
DM60-W Thermal Camera including:-

1. DM60-W Thermal Camera (+/- 0.3 degree C ) x 1 no.
2. DM60-W Black Body x 1 no.
3. Desktop Computer x 1 no.
4. Tripod x 2 nos.
5. 32”TV x 1 no.
6. Installation at sites with training x 1 trip
7. Customer only need to provide table.

DM60-W

Desktop Computer 
DM60-W Thermal  

Camera

DM60-W Black Box



The Pro Scan-T is an unmanned contact tracing registration kiosk that is 
customizable to different operational workflow requirements. It 
incorporates an extensive suite of functionalities encompassing contact 
registration, contactless facial skin temperature measurement, label 
printing and contact management. 

Pro Scan-T



Unmanned contact registration kiosks such as the Pro Scan-T helps organizations 
eliminate queues and long wait times for visitors and staff entering their 
premises, at the same time achieving better deployment of manpower and cost 
savings in the long run. The kiosks continue to be useful beyond times of viral 
outbreaks and organizations may continue to use them for visitor registration. 

Summary

Pro Scan-T



Pro Scan-TLite - Temperature Self-Check Kiosk 

I. Ergonomic Design 
II. Self-service Temperature Scanning
III. Ease of Use and non-intrusive 
IV. IR Thermal Technology with statistically determined 

threshold 
V. Rigorously tested against clinical thermometer reference 
VI. 240V AC Power



Fear of Covid-19 spreading is getting real and every 
reasonable effort to contain it is crucial. Temperature 
scanning at a public place is a good and useful place to 
start. In order to encourage and make it convenient for the 
public to take their temperature conveniently and without 
the help of a person to standby, EMS is pleased to 
announce an unmanned self-service Kiosk, which is 
convenient to scan personally. We hope this will encourage 
the public to take their temperature frequently, as a way to 
ensure they are well when in public places. The system is 
developed using IR thermal scanning technology, and It has 
being tested rigorously to provide consistency in 
temperatures taking, with the threshold setting statistically 
determine to increase the confidence in detecting the fever 
temperature.

Pro Scan-TLite Temperature Self-Check Kiosk 



For more information, please 
contact or WhatsApp :-

George Teo @+65-9689-8688
Stephanie Chow @+65-9388-4055

Tel: +65-6444-2988  
Email: enquiry@emsgroup.biz


